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LONG MELFORD PARISH COUNCIL  
The Parish Offices, Cordell Road, Long Melford, Suffolk CO10 9EH  

Tel: 01787 378084    Email: clerk@longmelford-pc.gov.uk  
 

Full Parish Council 

Minutes of Meeting 
 

 

Meeting called for: 7:30pm, Thursday 1st April 2021 
  

Location: Conducted by remote videoconferencing due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
  

Councillors present: I. Bartlett, R. Delderfield, J. Ewbank, L. Malvisi (Chairman), C. Michette, 
R. Michette, J. Nunn, L. Tipper, D. Watts, J. Watts 

  

Councillors absent: R. Kemp, J. Lines (on an authorised leave of absence),  
  

Also attending: D. Lovelock (Parish Clerk), P. McLachlan (RFO), 4 members of the public 

If not attached to these Minutes then associated documents referred to in it are available 
online at www.longmelford-pc.gov.uk, or from the Parish Clerk on request. 

 
The Chair opened the meeting at 7:30pm. The following Agenda Items were addressed. 

21/04-1 APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 
Apologies for absence were received from Cllr. Kemp. 
 

21/04-2 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST & REQUESTS FOR DISPENSATION 
No declarations of interest were made by Councillors regarding items on the Agenda. 
No requests for dispensation were received from Councillors regarding items on the Agenda. 
 

21/04-3 MOTION: ACCURACY OF MINUTES  
Resolved, that the Council confirms the accuracy of the Minutes for the Full Parish Council Meeting held 
4th March 2021, and for the Extraordinary Full Parish Council Meeting held 30th March 2021, and that the 
Chairman authorises the Clerk to apply the Chairman's signature to them electronically. 
 

21/04-4 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 
No members of the public spoke to participate in the meeting. 
  

21/04-5 COUNTY COUNCILLOR'S REPORT (Appendix 10) 
Cllr Kemp's report (as previously circulated) was received and noted. 
 

21/04-6 DISTRICT COUNCILLORS REPORTS 
(1) Cllr Malvisi did not provide a report, stating that she been advised not to do this with an election pending. 

(2) Cllr Nunn's report (Appendix 11) was received and noted. 
 

21/04-7 PARISH CLERK'S REPORT (Appendix 1)  
The Clerk's report was received and noted. 
 

21/04-8 COUNCIL ACTION PLAN REVIEW (Appendix 2)  
The Action Plan was received and noted. 
 

21/04-9 COUNCIL FINANCIAL MATTERS AS LISTED 
The Council considered the following financial items. 
 

http://www.longmelford-pc.gov.uk/
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(1) MOTION: Payments Schedule (Appendix 3) 

Resolved, that the Council agrees the Payment Schedule for April 2021. 

(2) Cash Book Report (Appendix 4) 

The cashbook report for February 2021 was received and noted. 
 

(3) MOTION: Exercise of Elector's Rights 
Resolved, that the 30-day period for the exercise of Elector’s Rights, in which electors may inspect the 
Council's accounts and related documents, shall run from Monday 14 June to Friday 23 July 2021. 
 

(4) AGAR Timetable (Appendix 5) 
The Annual Governance & Accountability Return (AGAR) timetable was received and noted. 
 

(5) Staff Salaries (Appendix 6) 
The Council noted that in accordance with their contracts of employment, the RFO's annual salary will increase 
from SCP 26 to SCP 27, and the Clerk's annual Salary will increase from SCP 25 to SCP 26, both increases being 
effective from 1st April 2021. 
 

21/04-10 OTHER BUSINESS TO BE TRANSACTED 

(1) MOTION: Standing Orders 

It was agreed that in the proposed revised Standing Orders, as previously circulated, new Clause 4(e) regarding 
the definitions and terminology to be used for Council sub-groups required clarification. Clarification was also 
required regarding the criteria for Council meetings which should be advertised and open to the public, those 
that should not, and how this might be linked to Council sub-group types. The Clerk was asked to recirculate 
the draft document to Councillors for their further review and comment, and to bring the matter back to the 
Council for a decision at the next scheduled meeting. 
 

The Clerk was also asked that, irrespective of how the Country Park Committee might be categorised, a 
standing item to receive and note a written report from it should be provided on the Full Parish Council 
meeting agenda every month.  
 

(2) MOTION: Country Park Café Utility Charges  (Appendix 7: withdrawn)  
The Motion was withdrawn by its sponsor, Cllr Tipper, who did not wish to move it. 
 

(3) MOTION: Annual Tree Survey (Appendix 8) 

Cllr Delderfield requested clarification regarding the nature conservation implications of removing trees 
identified as requiring felling, and where this stood in relation to health & safety and insurance considerations. 
Cllr Malvisi advised that there was an established procedure for obtaining authorisation to fell trees subject to 
a Tree Preservation Order, and that if a tree needed to be removed for safety reasons this could be attended to 
with minimum delay. She added that any trees removed should be replaced with new planting, which 
Councillors agreed. 
 

Cllr C. Michette stated that she wanted an independent opinion regarding the report findings to be obtained, 
and Cllr Malvisi said that she would arrange for the District Council arboriculturist to provide this. 
 

Cllr Tipper pointed out that as the Council was in possession of the tree survey report, if it failed to act in 
respect of any tree identified as requiring work, and that tree subsequently caused injury or property damage, 
this could potentially negate the Council's insurance cover. The motion was then moved to a vote. 
Resolved, that the Council authorises the Clerk to obtain quotes for the remedial tree work recommended in 
the Health & Safety Tree Survey Report dated 18/03/2021. 
 

(4) Charity Matters (Appendix 12) 
Cllr Delderfield provided a detailed briefing regarding the joint and several legal responsibilities of corporate 
and individual charity trustees, and a number of serious and longstanding problems affecting the three 
charities for which the Council acted as a corporate trustee; the Charity of John Hill, the Robert Colet charity, 
and the William Skeyne (for Poor) charity, having a joint potential land asset value of £750,000. 
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He stressed that it was the Council's duty to try and finally resolve all of the outstanding issues for the good of 
the charities and the benefit of the people that they had been created to serve. He advised that the Charity 
Commission has issued a considerable amount of guidance regarding the potential conflicts of interest created 
by councils, and individual councillors, acting as charity trustees, including a recommendation that a council 
should periodically review whether it remained in the best interests of a charity for the council to remain as a 
trustee of it. He further advised that he had entered into informal discussions with a very experienced charity 
trustee and advisor to the Charity Commission, who had said that they would be prepared to work with the 
Parish Council to resolve the difficulties; he recommended that the Council should accept this offer. 
 

Cllr R. Michette provided useful background and historical information regarding the three charities and 
previous attempts to resolve difficulties. Cllr Malvisi said she thought the best way forward was to resolve the 
difficulties with the returns and bank signatories as a matter of urgency, and then for the Council to consider 
divesting itself of its charity involvement. Cllr Delderfield recommended that a separate meeting of the charity 
trustees should be held to decide what to do, and it was agreed by the Council that it would set a time and 
date for this. 
 

Cllr Nunn left the meeting at 8:45pm. As he was the sponsor of the next motion on the Agenda 
(21/04-10(5)), the Chairman directed that item 21/04-11 should be heard next. 
 

21/04-11 MOTION: DETAILS OF FUTURE MEETINGS 

After receiving advice from the Clerk regarding the implications for council meetings of COVID-19 measures 
and the forthcoming elections to be held on 6th May, the Council confirmed that the next full Parish Council 
Meeting would be held remotely by videoconferencing at 7:30pm, Thursday 6th May 2021. 
 

The Clerk advised that the situation regarding the ability of local authorities to hold meetings remotely after 6th 
May remained uncertain, and that he would brief the Council further regarding the matter during April. 
 

Cllr Nunn returned to the meeting at 8:48pm. 
 

21/04-10 (5) Cordell Place Play Area Project 

Cllr Nunn said that two quotes had been obtained for the recommended play equipment, with a third pending. 
The Clerk advised that if the quotes indicated the project cost would exceed £25,000, then in accordance with 
the law and the Council's Financial Regulations, it would be necessary for the Council to put the contract out to 
tender and advertise it on the Contracts Finder website. Cllr C. Michette stated that she thought this was 
"ridiculous", it was not the sort of matter that should be put out to tender, and the Council didn't need to do it. 
It was agreed that, after the meeting, the Clerk would provide to Councillors the supporting documents 
detailing the tendering requirement. Cllr Ewbank said that he didn't see using tendering to be an issue, as the 
process had been employed for other Council projects, was relatively simple, provided for cost clarity, the RFO 
had been able to assist with the procedures, and it needed to be done if it was the law. 
 

Cllrs Bartlett, Malvisi, D. Watts, and Tipper then raised the idea of expending the vision for both the Cordell 
Place play area, and recreation facilities in the village as a whole. Cllr Nunn replied that while there were 
people who wanted the play area to be improved, there were residents living around it for whom its presence 
already created issues and who would not want to see it expanded. Cllr C. Michette strongly agreed, saying 
that the project should concentrate on making the best of the current facility area.  
 

The Chairman reminded Councillors several times that the Agenda item had been a report for noting, the 
discussion had drifted considerably away from this, and they needed to move on as there was still important 
business that remained to be transacted. Cllr D. Watts then mentioned that the Football Club and the 
Community Sports Trust wanted to create a multi-use pitch on land that they lease, to be made available for 
community use. Cllr R. Michette was strongly of the opinion that what was needed for the Cordell Place site 
was play equipment for toddlers, not some sort of multi-sport facility in the middle of a residential area, and 
any expansion of that nature should be a matter for the land owners, Babergh District Council, and not the 
Parish Council. 
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The Chairman thanked Cllr R. Michette for his contribution and again asked that the Council move on to the 
next item of business, but Cllr R. Michette continued speaking, saying that he wanted to finish what he had to 
say. The Chairman asked Cllr R. Michette to stop talking several times, then said "Cllr Michette, are you going 
to mute yourself or will I have to ask for you to be removed?". He replied "Any more of that and you will find 
out what I can do, which is a hell of a lot.", at which point the Chairman instructed the Clerk to terminate 
Cllr R. Michette's Zoom meeting link, which was done. 
 

Cllr R. Michette was removed from the meeting at 9:17pm. 
 

21/04-12 MOTION: Exclusion of the Public and Press 
Resolved, that under the Public Bodies (Admission to Meetings) Act 1960, the public and press be excluded 
from the Meeting for Agenda item 21/04-13 on the grounds that publicity would be prejudicial to the public 
interest by reason of the confidential nature of the business to be transacted. 
 

The members of the public present, and the RFO, left the meeting at 9:22pm. 
 

21/04-13 MOTION: Correspondence Received (Appendix 9) 
The Council considered under its Unreasonable or Vexatious Behaviour Policy various correspondence that had 
been received. 
 

Resolved, that information requested under the Freedom of Information Act would not be provided in 
response as a number of previous requests for the same information from the same applicant has already 
been answered, and most of it was also in the public domain. The Clerk is to respond to the applicant to 
advise them accordingly. 
 

Resolved, that the Clerk is to ascertain the legal position regarding an alleged misuse of Council stationery, 
following which the Chairman is to respond to an enquiry made by an individual to whom Unreasonable or 
Vexatious Behaviour Policy sanctions currently apply, as the matters raised constitute a substantive new 
issue.     
  
There being no further business, the Chairman closed the Meeting at 10:00pm 
  
 
 

Signed: 
L. Malvisi 
Chairman, Long Melford Parish Council 

 
Date:      06/05/2021 

 
 



Long Melford Parish Council 

Meeting of the Full Parish Council 
 

Thursday 1st April 2021 

Meeting Pack 
Members of the public can find copies of the documents listed below 

on the Parish Council's website at http://www.longmelford-pc.gov.uk 

 

Agenda 
Item 

   Appendix 

21/04-7 
 

21/04-8  

21/04-9 (1)  

21/04-9 (2)  

21/04-9 (4)  

21/04-9 (5)  

21/04-10 (2)  

21/04-10 (3)  

21/04-13  

21/04-5  

21/04-6 (2)  

21/04-10 (4)  

 

NOTES 
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Long Melford Parish Council   Appendix 1 
 

Parish Clerk’s Report for the FPC Meeting April 2021 
 
 

Claim Against the Council's Insurance  
The Council's insurers have confirmed that they are processing a personal injury claim in respect of an 
accident alleged to have occurred in the Old School Car Park in October 2020. 
  
Dissolution of the Long Melford Educational Foundation Charity 
The Charity Commission has confirmed that they have removed the charity from the Central Register of 
Charities and that this will be reflected on the public Register of Charities in due course. 
 
Public Consultation Exercises 
The public consultation in respect of Neighbourhood Plan Green Spaces has closed and several responses 
were received. They are being considered by the NP Steering Group. 
 

A public consultation in respect of the Neighbourhood Plan Rural Gap is ongoing, the last day for the 
submission of responses being Friday 9th April 2021.  
 
Office Printer 
A replacement printer has been purchased for the Council office. 
 
Waste Bins 
Cllr Tipper has reinstalled the waste bin at Station Road using new fixings and installed a new waste bin 
from stock at the end of Roper's Lane as per the planned schedule. 
 
Grit Bins 
SCW have been completed a grit bin audit to bring the Council's records up to date. This will assist future 
identification and replenishment of bins where consumable stocks have been depleted. 
 
Suffolk County Council Community Self-Help Scheme 
Application form submitted for LMPC Village Volunteers Group. 
 
Local Elections 
Local elections have been confirmed for 6th May 2021. This will include the election to fill the current 
LMPC casual vacancy. 
  
Toilet Block Sign 
The new sign has been installed at the Upper Green toilet block. 
  
DNS Database Breach 
Jisc, the organisation responsible for the Council's internet DNS registration, has advised that one of its 
databases containing client business contact details, was left accessible to the internet for up to three 
days. This has been reported to the ICO, NCSC, Cabinet Office, and devolved government. Jisc state that 
they believe the incident presents a low risk to the clients. However, the information could aid social 
engineering attempts against councils. Councillors are advised to be wary of any messages appearing to 
originate from other Councillors or Council staff that contain unusual content, requests for the 
verification of personal information, or unexpected requests for purchasing authority etc.. 
 
Old School Car Park Refurbishment Work 
LMPC now has all the permissions required to proceed with the agreed refurbishment programme, and 
will now proceed in accordance with the PIIP plan to commission the work, with a view to having this 
completed by the end of May 2021. 

 



 Agenda

 Reference
Action Arising  

For Action

By  
Status

Review

Due

19/171
(Jan 2020) 

Complete a land registry search to ascertain the ownership  

of the Hills Charity Land.  
Cllr Delderfield

In the hands of the Land Registry and likely to take 6-12 

months to complete.
Apr-21

19/187
(Feb 2020)   

Resolve Melford Green access and parking issues.  
Cllr Ewbank

Cllr Nunn        

Investigating funding options for remedial work. Working 

Group planning to meet to discuss public consultation phase 

of the project.

May-21

19/194
(Feb 2020)  

Council to instruct solicitors to conduct a Land Registry  

Search regarding the cricket playing field.   
Cllr Delderfield  

In the hands of the Land Registry and likely to take 12-18 

months to complete.
Aug-21

20/03-17  
Purchase additional VAS  devices using over £3,600 of 

allocated S.106 money.  
The Clerk Information for purchase assembled and funds available. Apr-21

20/06-E10 

(9.5)  
Sites and costs for additional Village seating to be  identified.  

Cllr C. Michette

Cllr Nunn        
Pending. May-21

20/07-15 
Investigate the cost of proposed improvement works to the 

Village centre and report to the Council.

Cllr Bartlett

Cllr Ewbank  
Investigating the use of protective posts around mini-greens. May-21

20/08-17  Redraft the Civic Awards Policy. The Clerk Pending. May-21

20/08-18

Progress Cordell Place Play Area improvement bid with BDC, 

to supplement £12,000 of S.106 funding allocated by the 

Parish Council.

Cllr C. Michette 

Cllr. R. Michette 

Cllrs C. and R. Michette progressing grant application with 

BDC and sourcing additional funds.
May-21

20/10-16  
Employ an external contractor to revamp the Council 

website  
The Clerk  Pending. May-21

20/10-20  IT systems review.  The Clerk  Pending. May-21

20/11-11 (c)i

Review the Council's arrangements for data control and 

management, and make changes to improve security if 

required

The Clerk Pending. May-21

20/11-11 (c)ii
Make arrangements for Councillors, staff and contractors to 

undergo data protection and GDPR training.
The Clerk Pending. May-21

20/11-11 (c)iii
Create and adopt a policy for the use of social media by 

Councillors and Council staff.
The Clerk Pending. May-21

20/11-11 (e) Progress the Old School Car Park Resurfacing project.
Cllr Ewbank

Cllr Delderfield
In progress. May-21

20/11-15 iii. Make Code of Conduct training available for Councillors. The Clerk Pending. May-21

20/12-10 (1)

Pursue with the County Council the option of constructing a 

central pedestrian refuge in Hall Street to facilitate safe 

crossing of the road.

Cllr Kemp Being progressed with SCC. Apr-21

20/12-10 (3)

Implement a recommendation by the Monitoring Officer 

that Councillors and staff should receive training in conflict 

resolution.

The Clerk Pending. Apr-21

20/12-10 (5)1
Purchase new signage for the Country Park up to a 

maximum of £3,550.

Country Park 

Committee
Pending. May-21

20/12-10 (5)3
Purchase new bins for the Park's car park area, up to a 

maximum of £600.

Country Park 

Committee
Pending. May-21

21/01-10 (5)ii
Arrange for a risk assessment regarding cycling along the 

Railway walk to be conducted.

The Clerk

Cllr Tipper
Liaising with assessor regarding requirements. Apr-21

21/02-10 (8)
Obtain quotes for work to the three sloped entrances to the 

Melford Walk.
The Clerk Quotes requested. Apr-21

21/03-10 (2)

Obtain further quotes for renovating the War Memorial and 

quotes/tenders for replacing the Memorial with a new item 

to the original design. 

The Clerk Pending. Jun-21
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Long Melford Parish Council

April 2021 payment schedule

Presented to the Parish Council meeting dated 1 April 2021

02/04/2021: 12:56

Amount VAT Accrual Net Payment

WJ Green Ltd Annual servicing of Cemetery equipment - 3 invoices £448.16 £74.70 £373.46

KHA Design work for Old School car park £180.00 £30.00 £150.00

Sudbury Town Council Grit bin audit by Community Wardens £56.98 £9.50 £47.48

Command Pest Control Ltd To address rat infestation at Country Park £108.00 £18.00 £90.00

Mrs Keogh Teak spray and sanding sponge - Community volunteers £27.00 £0.00 £27.00

John Nunn Mahogany woodstain - Community volunteers £19.00 £3.17 £15.83

Holmes and Hills Settlement of account for old school car park £1,597.00 £819.00 £778.00

P  Crawford Hedge cutting at Old School £150.77 £25.13 £125.64

Suffolk County Council 2020/21 Street light maintence and energy costs £5,954.40 £992.40 £4,962.00

Auto Innovations Signage for the Upper Green toilets £144.00 £24.00 £120.00

Alan Sawyer March expenses £78.43 £4.58 £73.85

Paul MacLachlan January  to March expenses £11.69 £0.45 £11.24

£8,775.43 £2,000.93 £6,774.50

PortalPlanQuest Ltd Planning application fee re Old School £58.00 £0.00 £58.00

£58.00 £0.00 £58.00

Tomlinson Groundcare Ltd Trailer for Country Park £249.00 £41.50 £207.50

Cllr J Ewbank Flowers for MIB (Cherry Lane Garden Centre) £334.75 £55.80 £278.95

Coastline Graphics Ltd Covid vaccine signage £88.10 £14.68 £73.42

Maps4Planners Ltd Neighbourhood Plan mapping £262.50 £0.00 £262.50

ETF Limited March cleaning toilets at Cemetery and Cordell Rd £978.40 £0.00 £978.40

Alan Sawyer Commonwealth War Graves payment £80.00 £0.00 £80.00

Suffolk Tree Services Tree survey at Country Park, Church and Melford Walk £1,296.00 £216.00 £1,080.00

Paul Wilson Melford in Bloom: materials for sleeper planters £690.00 £115.00 £575.00

Paul Wilson Melford in Bloom: materials for sleeper planters £37.33 £6.22 £31.11

£4,016.08 £449.20 £3,566.88

Approval of new direct debit

Eon Ltd For new electricity contract at Country Park Monthly variable

Payments due prior to next meeting

Direct debit and standing orders approved by the Council in March 2020, August 2020 and March 2021

April 2021 salary, pension and HMRC payments

Contractual payments arising from prior decisions of the Council

Payments arising from decisions of the Council on 1 April 2021

Noted: that a credit facility had been set up for the Council at Perrywood Nursery to facilitate multiple purchases and one monthly VAT invoice.

The payments and new direct debit above were authorised at the Parish Council meeting dated 1 April 2021

Councillor Signature:

April 2021 payments for authorisation

Contractual and other payments approved by Cllrs email since the last meeting

Chargecard payments authorised by the Clerk (Statement date 01/03/2021)

Appendix 3
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  Long Melford Parish Council

Cashbook report showing all income received and payments made in February 2021
26/03/2021: 13:41

How paid 

received

Payer Description Amount VAT Net

INT Nationwide Bld Soc January 2021 interest 28.88 0.00 28.88

BGC Suffolk County Council Grant for Melford in Bloom 200.00 0.00 200.00

BGC Babergh District Council Cleansing grant to Dec 1,020.24 0.00 1,020.24

500469 JS Munro Country Park Café 100.00 0.00 100.00

500469 CP Parking donations Jan CP car parking donations 23.94 0.00 23.94

500469 HL Perfitt Funeral directors Burial income: Sec D: J2 50.00 0.00 50.00

FPI H&AW Palmer Ltd Burial income Sec D:R23 575.00 0.00 575.00

FPI H&AW Palmer Ltd Burial income Sec D:W11 1,050.00 0.00 1,050.00

3,048.06 0.00 3,048.06

DD British Gas CP electricity to 12/1/21 95.71 4.55 91.16

DD British Telecom Cemetery Manager mobile 21.96 3.66 18.30

FPO Acton Sand and Soil Sand for flood defenses 88.80 14.80 74.00

FPO Alan Sawyer Jan expenses 17.48 0.00 17.48

FPO Lee Phillips Covid-19 mobile top-up 30.00 0.00 30.00

FPO Maps4Planners Neighbourhood Plan maps 100.00 0.00 100.00

FPO Susanne Dixon Jan Ranger duties 550.00 0.00 550.00

FPO TA Accounts February 2021 payroll 6,190.80 6.80 6,184.00

DD British Gas Office electricity to 21/1/21 87.61 4.17 83.44

DD Lloyds Bank Chargecard Clerk's CILCA registration fee 410.00 0.00 410.00

DD NPower The Green elec to 31/1/21 70.74 3.37 67.37

FPO John Nunn Laminator pouches for NP work 11.91 0.00 11.91

FPO Lee Phillips Covid-19 mobile top-up 25.00 0.00 25.00

FPO Suffolk County Council Street furniture licence 100.00 0.00 100.00

£7,800.01 £37.35 £7,762.66

Council receipts during February 2021

Council payments during February 2021

Appendix 4
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Proposed Annual Governance & Accountability Return 

(AGAR) Timetable - 2021 
 

 

Tue 13th April – Closedown of 2020/21 accounts 

 

Tue 20th April – Internal Audit undertaken by Heelis & Lodge 

 

Tue 27th April – Finance Committee meeting to review the 2020/21 accounts, 

internal audit report and draft AGAR 

 

Thu 6th May – Full Council approval of 2020/21 accounts, internal audit report 

and AGAR 

 

Wed 30th June – Deadline for Council's approval of the Annual Return. 

 

Fri 2nd July – Annual Return submission deadline. 

 
 

 

 



   1 April 2019                             1 April 2020 

Appendix 6 
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Appendix 7 

 

 

21/04-10(2)  MOTION: Country Park Café Utility Charges 

Motion and Appendix withdrawn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

TREE SURVEY - HEALTH & SAFETY  

Proj. No 
8687 

Country Park, Parish & Railway Walk, Long Melford, Suffolk 

Client: Suffolk Tree Services Ltd 

Date of Report:  18/03/2021 

 

Appendix 8



8687/BF/BJ   Survey Date: 04/03/2021  
© 2021 Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants Limited 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Contact Details 
 
 

 
Client – Suffolk Tree Services Ltd 

 
Address 
The Woodyard 
Brent Eleigh Road 
Lavenham 
Suffolk 
CO10 9PE 

  
Contact 
Mrs Julie Gentle 

 
Tel: 
E-mail: 

 
01787319200 
info@suffolktreeservices.co.uk  

 
 
 
 

Local Planning Authority – Babergh Mid Suffolk District Council 

 
Address 
Endeavour House 
8 Russell Road 
Ipswich 
Suffolk 
IP1 2BX 

  
Tree Officer 
Mr David Pizzey 

 
Tel: 
E-mail: 

 
01449 724555 
david.pizzey@baberghmidsuffolk.gov.uk  

 
 
 
 

Arboricultural Consultant – Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants Limited 
 
Address 
5 Moseley’s Farm 
Business Centre 
Fornham All Saints 
Bury St Edmunds 
Suffolk 
IP28 6JY 

  
Report Author 
Mr Ben Figg 

 
Tel: 
E-mail: 

 
01284 765391 
info@treesurveys.co.uk 
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8687/BF/BJ   Survey Date: 04/03/2021  
© 2021 Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants Limited 

1.0 Introduction  
         
1.1 Terms of Reference 
 
1.1.1 Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants Limited has been commissioned by               

Suffolk Tree Services Ltd to prepare a Tree Survey for the trees at Country 
Park, Parish Church & Railway Walk, Long Melford, Suffolk. 

 
1.1.2 In accordance with instructions from Suffolk Tree Services Ltd, this report 

provides a detailed health and safety audit of all the relevant trees at the site. 
 
1.1.3 The site survey was carried out on the 4th March 2021. The relevant qualitative 

tree data was recorded in order to assess the condition of the existing trees, in 
relation to their existing environment and the risk they pose to persons and 
property in the immediate vicinity.   

 
1.1.4 Information is given on condition, age, size and indicative positioning of the 

trees in line with the Visual Tree Assessment (VTA) method as developed by 
Mattheck and Breloer (1994). 

 
1.2 Scope of Works 
 
1.2.1 The trees were inspected from ground level with no climbing inspections 

undertaken. No samples have been removed from the site for analysis. The 
survey does not cover the arrangements that may be required in connection 
with the removal of existing underground services. 

  
1.2.2 Whilst this is an arboricultural report, comments relating to non arboricultural 

matters are given, such as built structures and soil data. Any opinion thus 
expressed should be viewed as provisional and confirmation from an 
appropriately qualified professional sought.  Such points are clearly identified 
within the body of the report. 

 
1.2.3 An intrinsic part of tree inspection is the assessment of risk associated with 

trees in close proximity to persons and property. Most human activities involve 
a degree of risk with such risks being commonly accepted, if the associated 
benefits are perceived to be commensurate. In general, risk relating to trees 
tends to increase with the age of the trees concerned, as do the benefits. It will 
be deemed to be accepted by the client that the formulation of the 
recommendations for all the management of the trees will be guided by the 
cost-benefit analysis (in terms of amenity), of the tree work that would remove 
all the risk of tree related damage. 

 
1.2.4 Where the trees inspected stand within woodland, the frequency with which 

these trees/woodlands are accessed, or will be accessed, must be considered 
as an integral part of the recommendations given for the future management of 
these trees/woodlands. Priority will be given to those trees near existing and 
proposed footpaths, public highways and the site boundaries where it is 
assumed that the presence of persons and property will be more frequent and 
therefore of a potentially higher risk. Many of the trees surveyed within the 
woodland areas present little or no risk (barring exceptional circumstances) to 
site users and could therefore be left unmanaged. The decision regarding the 
frequency of use of these areas within the site, and the management decisions 
taken based on this frequency, must ultimately be the responsibility of the 
client. 
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1.3 Documentation 
 
1.3.1 The following documentation was provided prior to the commencement of the 

production of this report: 
 

• Email of instruction from Julie Gentle, dated 18th February 2021 

 
 
2.0 The Site  
 
2.1  Site Description 

 
2.1.1 The sites are the Railway Walk, the churchyard and Long Melford Country Park.  
 
2.2 Soils 
 
2.2.1  The soils type commonly associated with this site are generally freely draining 

and slightly acid but base-rich soils. They are of high fertility and typically 
support base-rich pastures and deciduous woodland type habitats. This soil 
type constitutes approximately 3.1% the total English land mass. 

 
2.2.2 The data given was obtained from a desk top study which provides indications 

of likely soil types. By definition, this information is not comprehensive and 
therefore any decisions taken with regards the management, usage or 
construction on site should be based on a detailed soil analysis.  

 
2.3 Statutory Tree Protection 
 
2.3.1 Tree Preservation Order(s) 
 
 The local planning authority Babergh Mid Suffolk District Council have deemed 

it appropriate to provide statutory protection to the site at the church through the 
serving of a Tree Preservation Order (TPO) – reference number: WS131/A1. 
The effect of this on the owners, managers or any persons wishing to undertake 
work on preserved trees is to require them to obtain written permission from 
Babergh Mid Suffolk District Council prior to actioning any surgery or felling etc. 
The purpose of this process is to try to ensure that the works are appropriate, 
proportionate, and in keeping with the long-term aims of the TPO (as expressed 
in the original TPO statement) but, given that trees are living organisms, and the 
locality within which they are set is liable to change, it is often the case that local 
planning authority decisions relating to TPO applications require regular review 
to reflect the current situation rather than the historical perspective of the 
original date of protection.  
 
There are certain circumstances where written permission from the local 
planning authority may not be necessary before undertaking works. These 
include: 
 
• Making a tree safe if it is an imminent threat to people or property.  
• Removing dead wood, or a dead tree.  
 
Owners, managers or any persons wishing to undertake work as an exemption 
to the written permission process are required to provide the local planning 
authority with 5 days’ notice prior to attending to a tree which they deem as 
being dead or dangerous; unless such works are required in an emergency.  
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It is the tree owner’s responsibility to provide proof that the tree was indeed 
dead or dangerous should this exception be challenged; hence, it is advisable 
always to request an inspection by the Local Planning Authority prior to carrying 
out such operations. Furthermore, and even in the event of an emergency 
situation, there is still a duty to notify the local planning authority that work has 
been completed including supplying an explanation of the necessity. Failure to 
comply with the requirements of TPO legislation can lead to a maximum fine of 
up to £20,000 per tree in the Magistrates Court. Fines in the Crown Court are 
unlimited. 

 
This information was sourced using the Local Planning Authority’s Online 
Mapping System (as instructed by them) and to our best knowledge was current 
and accurate at the time the information was accessed. We would advise it 
prudent that before any tree work commences, this is checked directly with the 
Local Planning Authority to confirm that their online mapping system is 
definitive.  

 
2.3.2 Conservation Area 
 

Part of the site is also located within a locality specifically identified by Babergh 
Mid Suffolk District Council as a “Conservation Area”. This is a planning 
designation that seeks to provide control over the built environment, but which 
also has provision for tree protection. The effect of this on the owners, 
managers or any persons wishing to undertake work on trees sited within a 
Conservation Area is to require them to submit 6 weeks written notice detailing 
the surgery or felling they plan to undertake. No work may be carried during the 
6-week period unless written permission has been received from Babergh Mid 
Suffolk District Council.  The local Planning authority can only prevent works 
notified to them within the 6-week period by serving a Tree Preservation Order. 
If this happens, the owner of the tree has a right to object to the serving of the 
order. 
 
There are certain circumstances where written permission from the local 
planning authority may not be necessary before undertaking works. These 
include: 
 
• Making a tree safe if it is an imminent threat to people or property.  
• Removing dead wood, or a dead tree.  
• Trees with stem diameters of less than 75mm (measured at 1.5m from 

ground level). If the works being carried out are to help promote the growth 
of other trees, then trees with stem diameters of less than 100mm (at 1.5m) 
may be removed or pruned. 

 
Owners, managers or any persons wishing to undertake work as an exemption 
to the written notification process are required to provide the local planning 
authority with 5 days’ notice prior to attending to a tree which they deem as 
being dead or dangerous; unless such works are required in an emergency.  
 
It is the tree owner’s responsibility to provide proof that the tree was indeed 
dead or dangerous should this exception be challenged; hence, it is advisable 
always to request an inspection by the Local Planning Authority prior to carrying 
out such operations. Furthermore, and even in the event of an emergency 
situation, there is still a duty to notify the local planning authority that work has 
been completed including supplying an explanation of the necessity. Failure to 
comply with the requirements of Conservation Area legislation can lead to a 
maximum fine of up to £20,000 per tree in the Magistrates Court. Fines in the 
Crown Court are unlimited. 
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This information was sourced using the Local Planning Authority’s Online 
Mapping System (as instructed by them) and to our best knowledge was current 
and accurate at the time the information was accessed. We would advise it 
prudent that before any tree work commences, this is checked directly with the 
Local Planning Authority to confirm that their online mapping system is 
definitive.  

 
2.3.3 Felling Licence 
 

All trees within the United Kingdom are protected under the Forestry Acts. In 
general, anyone felling more than 5 cubic metres of timber in any calendar 
quarter requires a Felling Licence from the Forestry Commission. There are 
exemptions however and these are as follows: 
 

 A Felling Licence is not required in the following instances: 
 

• To fell trees in a garden, an orchard, a churchyard, or a designated 
open space (Commons Act 1899). 

• To carry out surgery operations such as pruning, reduction, dead 
wooding or pollarding. 

• To fell less than 5 cubic metres in a calendar quarter. (Please note that 
not more than 2 cubic metres in a calendar quarter may be sold).  

• To fell trees that are 8 centimetres or less in diameter when measured 
1.3 metres from the ground. Trees removed for thinning may have a 
diameter of up to 10 centimetres and trees managed under a coppice 
regime may have a diameter of up to 15 centimetres. 

• To fell trees previously approved for removal under a Dedication 
Scheme, or where Detailed Planning Permission has been granted. 

Substantial fines exist for not complying with the requirements of a Felling 
Licence. 

 
 
3.0 Tree Survey 
 
3.1 Each tree on site has been surveyed in sufficient detail to meet the needs of the 

health and safety audit. 
 
3.2 This complies with a methodology devised by David Carmichael in 2002 and 

approved by the Health and Safety Executive. The abiding principle, to which 
this methodology adheres, is one of concentrating resources on areas of 
greatest risk. To this end, the system of inspection by exception has been 
utilised – i.e. inspecting all trees, but only recording details of trees that require 
action in the form of surgery, further investigation or increased monitoring. 

 
3.3 In accordance with items 3.1 and 3.2 a total of forty-seven individual trees and 

one area of trees have been identified.  
 
3.4 An accurate topographical survey was not available at the time of inspection. 

Therefore, the position of the trees shown on the attached drawings (ref: 8687-
D) has been fixed by use of a hand-held GPS surveying unit. Given this, the 
position of the trees must be considered indicative, although drawings (ref: 
8687-D) provides a fair representation of the relationship of the trees as 
distributed across the site. 
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3.5 Within the total inspection, a number of the trees and features recorded in the 
Schedule of Trees require intervention. Of these, the items requiring the most 
urgent action are as follows. 

 
 As soon as possible:  
 

T023 Fell to ground level. 

T026 Fell to ground level. 

T028 Fell to ground level. 

T030 Fell to ground level. 

T049 Fell to ground level. 

T053 Remove hanging branch. 

T054 Fell to ground level. 

T055 Pollard at 3 metres and remove secondary stem, to allow retention of 
stem for habitat. 

T056 Remove dead branch. 

T057 Coppice. 

 
 Within six months:  
 

A001 Remove dead trees. 

T001 Fell to ground level. 

T005 Fell to ground level. 

T007 Fell to ground level. 

T016 Fell to ground level. 

T018 Fell to ground level. 

T025 Fell to ground level. 

T029 Fell to ground level. 

T050 Fell to ground level. 

T051 Fell to ground level. 

T052 Remove hanging branch. 

T058 Fell to ground level. Remove hanging branch from neighbouring tree. 

T059 Fell to ground level. 

 
3.6 Over and above the general and prudent recommendation that all trees are 

inspected on an annual basis, the following items have been identified as 
requiring enhanced monitoring to assess any changes in faults and weaknesses 
etc as detailed in the Schedule of Trees: 

 

T003 Monitor annually for progression of decline. 

T010 Monitor annually. 

T011 Monitor annually. 

T036 Monitor annually for progression of decline. 

 
3.7 Details of all proposed tree works together with priorities are given on the 

attached Schedule of Trees and Schedule of Works. 
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3.8 In order to consider the long-term amenity benefits of the trees at this location, 
an assessment has been made of the Safe Useful Life Expectancy (SULE) of 
each tree or landscape feature (to be managed as a unit). This is an estimate 
based on the visual evidence at the time of inspection, combined with 
knowledge of the growth habits and characteristics of the species involved, and 
moderated by any localised site conditions. Clearly this must be treated only as 
a guide because trees are living organisms which react to macro and micro 
changes to their environment. Nonetheless, this information can be useful in 
targeting limited resources to the portions of the site predicted to suffer the 
earliest degradation. A summary of the SULE of the trees and landscape 
features at the site is as follows: 

 

Safe & useful life expectancy in 
excess of 40 years 

T031, T032, T040, T041, T048 

Safe & useful life expectancy 
between 20 & 40 years 

T034, T037, T038, T039, T042, T043, 
T044, T045, T056 

Safe & useful life expectancy 
between 10 & 20 years 

T024, T027, T033, T035, T046, T047, 
T052 

Safe & useful life expectancy of 
less than 10 years 

A001, T001, T003, T005, T007, T010, 
T011, T012, T016, T018, T022, T023, 
T025, T026, T028, T029, T030, T036, 
T049, T050, T051, T053, T054, T055, 
T057, T058, T059 

 
3.9 Given the dynamic nature of trees and their environment, the condition of the 

trees could alter at any time. 

 
 
4.0 Tree Works 
 
4.1 All tree works should be carried out in line with British Standard 3998: 2010 – 

“British Standard Recommendations for Tree Works”. 
 
4.2 If the trees proposed for work are included in any statutory protection detailed at 

item 2.3 (and other than for specified exceptions) no intervention will take place 
until written permission has been obtained from the relevant authority. 

 
4.3 The trees inspected and detailed within this report have been selected for 

inclusion due to their influence on the site. Where works have been 
recommended to trees outside the ownership of the site, these can only 
progress with the agreement of the owner, except where it involves portions of 
the trees overhanging the boundary. 

 
 
5.0 Conclusions 
 
5.1 Given all of the above it is considered that the trees discussed within this report 

are attractive and important visual amenities which provide a variety of benefits 
including individual aesthetic quality, screening, historic importance and wildlife 
habitat. Many of the trees are located within areas of high public access or 
frequent use and have the potential to cause a serious incident if they suffer 
sudden or catastrophic structural failure. 
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5.2 Forty-seven individual trees, one area of trees have been plotted. Of these, a 
number of specimens have been identified as requiring tree surgery or 
enhanced monitoring (or a combination of both). 

 
5.3 The proposed works have been prioritised based on the situation, type and 

scale of the problem, and the perceived risk of harm/failure.  Inevitably, this is a 
subjective matter, but is based on an amalgamation of knowledge and 
experience. 

 
 
6.0 Recommendations  
 
6.1 As can be seen from the above, a variety of tree surgery, felling and 

maintenance operations have been identified. These have been prioritised and 
fully detailed. It is recommended that these works be actioned according to the 
proposed timescales. 

 
6.2 Routine annual inspections should be undertaken to ensure the trees are 

maintained in as safe a condition as practically possible given the balance 
between the wildlife habitats, historic importance, landscape value and personal 
safety. Some trees require enhanced monitoring to ensure their safe retention 
as detailed at item 3.6 above. 

 
6.3 The tree surgery works proposed as part of the Survey are recommended to 

mitigate any identified health and safety problems, to promote longevity in 
retained trees, and to consider long-term landscaping implications. To this end, 
should these recommendations be overruled, this Survey stands as the opinion 
of Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants Limited and therefore any damage or 
injury caused by trees recommended by this practice for felling or tree surgery 
works, to which the proposed schedule of works has been altered or the tree 
has been requested to be retained by the Local Planning Authority, cannot be 
the responsibility of this practice. 
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7.0   Limitations & Qualifications 
 
Tree inspection reports are subject to the following limitations and qualifications. 
 
General exclusions 
 
Unless specifically mentioned, the report will only be concerned with above ground 
inspections. No below ground inspections will be carried out without the prior 
confirmation from the client that such works should be undertaken. 
 
The validity, accuracy and findings of this report will be directly related to the accuracy 
of the information made available prior to and during its production. No checking of 
independent third-party data will be undertaken. Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants 
Limited will not be responsible for the recommendations within this report where 
essential data is not made available or is inaccurate. 
 
This report will remain valid for one year from the date of inspection subject to the 
recommendations specified within being adhered to. It must also be appreciated that 
recommendations proposed within this report may be superseded by extreme weather, 
or any other unreasonably foreseeable events.  
 
However, if any additional alterations to the property or soil levels are carried out 
and/or further tree works undertaken other than specified within the report, it will 
become invalid and a new tree inspection strongly recommended. 
 
It will be appreciated, and deemed to be accepted by the client and their insurers, that 
the formulation of the recommendations for the management of trees will be guided by 
the following: 
 
1. The need to avoid reasonably foreseeable damage. 
2. The arboricultural considerations - tree safety, good arboricultural practice (tree 

work) and aesthetics. 
 
The client and their insurers are deemed to have accepted the limitations placed on the 
recommendations by the sources quoted in this report. Where sources are limited by 
time constraints or the client, this may lead to an incomplete quantification of the risk. 
 
 
Signed: 

 
 
March 2021………………………………………………. 
For and on Behalf of Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants Limited 
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Appendix A - Species List & Tree Problems 
 
 
Species List: 
 
Aspen     Populus tremula 

Cherry     Prunus spp. 

Copper Beech    Fagus sylvatica 'Purpurea' 

Corsican Pine    Pinus nigra ssp. laricio var. Maritime 

Crack Willow    Salix fragilis 

Elm     Ulmus spp, 

English Elm    Ulmus minor var. vulgaris 

European Lime   Tilia x vulgaris 

Field Maple    Acer campestre 

Giant Sequoia    Sequoiadendron giganteum  

Goat Willow    Salix caprea 

Grey Poplar    Populus canescens 

Hawthorn    Crataegus monogyna 

Lawson Cypress   Chamaecyparis lawsoniana 

Norway Maple    Acer platanoides 

Poplar     Populus spp. 

Purple Norway Maple   Acer platanoides ‘Crimson King’  

Purple Plum    Prunus cerasifera 'Pissardii' 

Stone Pine    Pinus pinea 

Sycamore    Acer pseudoplatanus 

Western Red Cedar   Thuja plicata 

Willow     Salix spp. 
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Tree Problems: 
 
This gives a brief description of the problems identified in the attached Tree Survey. 
 
Name: Cryptostroma corticale (Sooty Bark Disease)  

Symptoms/damage 
type and cause: 

The name “Sooty Bark” derives from 
Fungus that causes black powdery, soot-like spores found on the stems 
and branches of trees where Cryptostroma corticale is active. The first 
sign of infection is usually the death of a small branch and it may not 
develop beyond this.  The black sooty bark discolouration caused by the 
sporulation stage appears once the infection is set in, towards the latter 
parts of the life cycle.  

Consequence: When the disease is severe, the entire crown of an affected tree wilts 
during the summer or early autumn.  The next growing season, the 
leaves may not grow or will appear smaller than normal and the bark 
peels away to leave the sooty residue. 

Control: If the disease is identified early enough then the infected part of the tree 
can be excised to try to remove the pathogen, although this is not 
guaranteed to be completely effective as the degree of infection may 
extend into the vascular system. 
Otherwise there is no curative measure to employ and most diseased 
trees must be felled and removed, avoiding chipping and burning to 
prevent spreading the spores. 

Species affected: Acer spp, especially Acer pseudoplatanus. Also found on Aesculus 
hippocastanum.  

 
 

Name: Deadwood 

Symptoms/damage 
type and cause: 

This relates to dead branches in the crown of the tree.  In the majority of 
cases, this is caused by the natural ageing process of the tree or 
shading due to its close proximity to neighbouring trees.  However, in 
some situations, it may be related to fungal, bacterial or viral infection. 

Consequence: Depending upon the location and mass of dead wood removal of the 
affected tissue may be necessary to prevent harm to persons or 
property as the wood will become unstable as it decays and in some 
circumstances is likely to fall from the tree with little or no warning. 

Control: Detailed monitoring should be undertaken on those trees showing signs 
of excessive deadwood production to identify the underlying cause. 

Species affected: Most tree species.  

Images:  
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Name: Ganoderma applanatum (Artist's Fungus)  

Symptoms/damage 
type and cause: 

is parasitic and saprophytic, with a perennial bracket typically found low 
on the stem or close to the roots. The bracket is flat and usually a series 
of dull grey concentric semi circles for each year of growth. The bracket 
has a 1-2mm thick crust above the brown internal pore layers. The crust 
cannot be cracked with a nail. The underside of the bracket is 
cream/white colour. The perennial nature of the fungus means that the 
infection is constant and the extent of decay can align with the size of 
the bracket. It is not uncommon for more than one bracket to be present 
on a single tree and compounds the effects of the fungus on the host. 
The spores produced by the fungus are a red-brown colour that can 
heap up at the base of host trees. 

Consequence: The fungal pathogen causes white rot in the sapwood and heartwood. 
The wood becomes soft and prone to tearing or windthrow during high 
wind events. 

Control: There is no control for this fungus and it may be necessary to fell the 
infected tree to prevent it becoming a hazard in the future. 

Species affected: Broadleaved species 

 
 

Name: Hedera helix (Ivy) 

Symptoms/damage 
type and cause: 

Ivy may grow to varying degrees on all areas of a tree from the base to 
the upper crown. It is possible that in doing so it will out-compete the 
host tree for available light thereby suppressing the host. 

Consequence: This is generally only harmful to the tree on already unhealthy 
specimens which may be constricted by large ivy stems around the 
trunk or may have their top growth suppressed by a mass of flowering 
shoots in the crown. Ivy can also mask potentially dangerous faults on a 
tree. 

Control: Ivy should only be removed if absolutely necessary because it provides 
abundant cover to wildlife and then by severing twice close to the 
ground and removing a length of stem thereby causing the gradual 
dying away of the aerial parts of the plant providing extended benefit to 
wildlife whist relieving the pressure on the tree. 

Species affected: Most trees can be affected. 

Images:  

 

 



TREE SCHEDULE H&S Country Park, Parish Church, & Railway Walk, Long Melford, Suffolk Surveyed By: Ben Figg Date: 04/03/2021
Managed By: Ben Figg

Priority Problems / Comments  Work Required TreeNo Species DBH Height

SULECrown Base

Crown Spread

On site

Age

Tag No

2An area of Elm, some dead and dying, which may fall onto fence or into 
gardens associated with residential properties.

Remove dead trees.A001 English Elm 120

<10 years

10

0

N2, E2, S2, W2

Yes

SM

No tags

2Upper canopy is 90% dead. Fell to ground level.T001 Sycamore 270

<10 years

9

2

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

SM

378

3Specimen showing lack of vigour. Monitor annually for progression of decline.T003 Purple Norway 
Maple

280

<10 years

8

2

N3, E3, S3, W3

Yes

SM

377

2Specimen leaning low over path with cracked stem. Fell to ground level.T005 Goat Willow 120

<10 years

5

1.5

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

SM

376

2Specimen is dead and covered in Ivy. Fell to ground level.T007 Hawthorn 300

<10 years

9

2

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

EM

No tag

3Pollarded specimen due to fungal decay at base (possibly Ganoderma). 
Not unsafe to path users at present, but condition requires monitoring.

Monitor annually.T010 Poplar Sp 750

<10 years

9

0

N3, E3, S3, W3

Yes

EM

374

3Dead previous pollard. Assume being retained for wildlife value, but will 
decay. Monitor annually for stability.

Monitor annually.T011 Poplar Sp 1500

<10 years

7

7

N2, E2, S2, W2

Yes

OM

373

3Dead tree close to path and river. Fell to ground level.T012 Hawthorn 450

<10 years

6

2

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

EM

372

2Tree is the largest within a cluster but leans over the path. Fell to ground level.T016 Elm Sp 250

<10 years

8

2

N3, E3, S3, W3

Yes

SM

3634

2Dead tree. Fell to ground level.T018 Willow Sp 300

<10 years

15

6

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

SM

356

4Dead tree. Regrowth developing from stump. No work required.T022 Goat Willow 460

<10 years

9

3

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

M

351

1Dead tree with split stem and leaning into adjacent tree. Fell to ground level.T023 Goat Willow 350

<10 years

6

3

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

M

3630

4Previously recommended works completed. No work required.T024 Willow Sp 550

10+ years

15

3

N6, E6, S6, W6

Yes

SM

349

2Tree has died. Fell to ground level.T025 Sycamore 240

<10 years

12

25

N5, E5, S5, W5

Yes

SM

348

1Tree is dead from Sooty Bark Disease. Fell to ground level.T026 Sycamore 280

<10 years

15

6

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

SM

347

Appendix B - Schedule of Trees



Priority Problems / Comments  Work Required TreeNo Species DBH Height

SULECrown Base

Crown Spread

On site

Age

Tag No

3Tree is dying. Fell to ground level.T027 Sycamore 280

10+ years

15

7

N3, E3, S3, W3

Yes

SM

346

1Tree is dead from Sooty Bark Disease. Fell to ground level.T028 Sycamore 300

<10 years

15

8

N3, E3, S3, W3

Yes

SM

345

2Upper portion of tree dying back from Sooty Bark Disease. Fell to ground level.T029 Sycamore 280

<10 years

15

6

N3, E3, S3, W3

Yes

SM

344

1Dead remnant; previously pollarded but becoming unstable. Fell to ground level.T030 Sycamore 220

<10 years

6

6

N0.5, E0.5, S0.5, 
W0.5

Yes

SM

343

4Excellent well balanced tree. No work required.T031 Sycamore 1000

40+ years

20

2

N7, E7, S7, W7

Yes

M

4Excellent well balanced tree. No work required.T032 Copper Beech 270

40+ years

9

1.5

N5, E5, S5, W5

Yes

SM

4Mature specimen with typical contorted growth habit. No work required.T033 Purple Leaved 
Cherry Plum

550

10+ years

8

1.5

N6, E6, S6, W6

Yes

M

4Specimen of good vigour and compact canopy form. No work required.T034 Norway Maple 800

20+ years

15

3

N5, E5, S5, W5

Yes

EM

4Specimen of typical contorted form for the species. No work required.T035 Purple Leaved 
Cherry Plum

350

10+ years

8

1.5

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

Mature

3Specimen has decay at base and clearly declining vigour. No reason to 
fell at present but realistically the tree has a short life expectancy and can 
only be retained by monitoring.

Monitor annually for progression of decline.T036 Cherry Sp 300

<10 years

8

1.5

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

M

342

4Specimen of well balanced form but features a thinning crown. This, 
however, is notably behind the shoot tip. Cause currently known.

No work required.T037 Giant Redwood 1800

20+ years

25

0

N6, E6, S6, W6

Yes

EM

4Specimen of good vigour and form. No work required.T038 Western Red 
Cedar

850

20+ years

20

0

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

EM

4Tree is healthy with no defects. No work required.T039 Stone Pine 600

20+ years

7

1.5

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

SM

4Tree is healthy and in good structural condition. No work required.T040 Sycamore 900

40+ years

18

2

N6, E6, S6, W6

Yes

EM

4Tree is healthy and in good structural condition. No work required.T041 Sycamore 900

40+ years

18

3

N6, E6, S6, W6

Yes

EM

4Previously pollarded specimen. No work required.T042 Lime Sp 350

20+ years

12

2

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

SM



Priority Problems / Comments  Work Required TreeNo Species DBH Height

SULECrown Base

Crown Spread

On site

Age

Tag No

4Previously pollarded specimen. No work required.T043 Lime Sp 400

20+ years

12

0

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

SM

4Previously pollarded specimen. No work required.T044 Lime Sp 400

20+ years

12

0

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

SM

4Previously coppiced specimen. No work required.T045 Lime Sp 480

20+ years

10

0

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

SM

4Specimen of moderate form. No work required.T046 Lawson Cypress 280

10+ years

11

3

N2, E2, S2, W2

Yes

SM

341

4Specimen of moderate form only. No work required.T047 Lawson Cypress 300

10+ years

11

12

N2, E2, S2, W2

Yes

SM

4Specimen of good form but with some Ivy scaling the stem. No work required.T048 Corsican Pine 900

40+ years

20

1.5

N6, E6, S6, W6

Yes

EM

1Tree has died as a result of Sooty Bark Disease. Fell to ground level.T049 Sycamore 300

<10 years

17

0

N1.5, E1.5, S1.5, 
W1.5

Yes

EM

3627

2Tree has died and stands alongside a path. Fell to ground level.T050 English Elm 250

<10 years

12

0

N3, E3, S3, W3

Yes

SM

3628

2Tree has died and stands alongside a path. Fell to ground level.T051 English Elm 250

<10 years

10

0

N1.5, E1.5, S1.5, 
W1.5

Yes

SM

3629

2A historically fallen tree which has re-grown with multiple stems. Some 
decay at base, though intervention not currently thought necessary. 
There is a torn hanging branch on the north aspect at approximately half 
the trees height.

Remove hanging branch.T052 Goat Willow 500

10+ years

13

0

N7, E7, S7, W7

Yes

M

3631

1Dying tree with split branch lodged in adjacent tree. Remove hanging branch.T053 Crack Willow 300

<10 years

10

0

N2, E2, S2, W2

Yes

M

3632

1A dead tree which stands within a cluster in the middle of a path. Fell to ground level.T054 Aspen 200

<10 years

12

0

N1.5, E1.5, S1.5, 
W1.5

Yes

EM

3633

1Tree is managed under a pollard regime alongside the path, but the 
regrowth is failing from the pollard head due to decay. As a result, there 
are three branches which are hanging half torn. There is also severe 
decay within the lower stem. The smaller stem which grows at an angle 
on the opposite side from the path is cracked and is liable to fail 
completely. The main stem leans heavily over the path.

Pollard at 3 metres and remove secondary 
stem, to allow retention of stem for habitat.

T055 Crack Willow 900

<10 years

16

0

N5, E5, S5, W5

Yes

M

3635

1A large tree standing on a bank, the lowest branch of which (growing 
toward the river) is long and dying and overhangs the riverside path.

Remove dead branch.T056 Grey Poplar 900

20+ years

25

0

N8, E8, S8, W8

Yes

M

3636

1Tree leans over path from opposite side of stream and moves on the 
base (stem is covered with pinkish fungus).

Coppice.T057 Goat Willow 300

<10 years

9

0

N4, E4, S4, W4

Yes

EM

3637



Priority Problems / Comments  Work Required TreeNo Species DBH Height

SULECrown Base

Crown Spread

On site

Age

Tag No

2Tree is dead and covered with Ivy. Also, the neighbouring tree on the 
north side features a hanging branch over the path.

Fell to ground level. Remove hanging 
branch from neighbouring tree.

T058 Field Maple 250

<10 years

8

0

N1, E1, S1, W1

Yes

EM

3638

2Tree is dead and stands immediately alongside Roman Way. Fell to ground level.T059 English Elm 200

<10 years

8

0

N2.5, E2.5, S2.5, 
W2.5

Yes

SM

3639

Project Number:  8687Hayden’s Arboricultural Consultants       Date Printed:  17/03/2021



Country Park, Parish Church, & Railway Walk, Long Melford, Suffolk

Surveyed By: Ben Figg

Surveyed: 04/03/2021

SCHEDULE OF WORK

Managed By: Ben Figg

Priority Tag 
 No.

 Tree 
 No

  Species   Work required Priority

1T023 Goat Willow Fell to ground level.3630

1T026 Sycamore Fell to ground level.347

1T028 Sycamore Fell to ground level.345

1T030 Sycamore Fell to ground level.343

1T049 Sycamore Fell to ground level.3627

1T053 Crack Willow Remove hanging branch.3632

1T054 Aspen Fell to ground level.3633

1T055 Crack Willow Pollard at 3 metres and remove secondary stem, to allow retention of stem for habitat.3635

1T056 Grey Poplar Remove dead branch.3636

1T057 Goat Willow Coppice.3637

2A001 English Elm Remove dead trees.No 
tags

2T001 Sycamore Fell to ground level.378

2T005 Goat Willow Fell to ground level.376

2T007 Hawthorn Fell to ground level.No tag

2T016 Elm Sp Fell to ground level.3634

2T018 Willow Sp Fell to ground level.356

2T025 Sycamore Fell to ground level.348

2T029 Sycamore Fell to ground level.344

2T050 English Elm Fell to ground level.3628

2T051 English Elm Fell to ground level.3629

2T052 Goat Willow Remove hanging branch.3631

2T058 Field Maple Fell to ground level. Remove hanging branch from neighbouring tree.3638

2T059 English Elm Fell to ground level.3639

3T012 Hawthorn Fell to ground level.372

3T027 Sycamore Fell to ground level.346
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Country Park, Parish Church, & Railway Walk, Long Melford, Suffolk

Surveyed By: Ben Figg

Surveyed: 04/03/2021

Schedule of Enhanced Monitoring

Managed By: Ben Figg

 Tag 
 No.

 Tree 
 No

  Species   Work required Priority

3T003 Purple Norway 
Maple

Monitor annually for progression of decline.377

3T010 Poplar Sp Monitor annually.374

3T011 Poplar Sp Monitor annually.373

3T036 Cherry Sp Monitor annually for progression of decline.342
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Explanatory Notes 
 
Categories 
 
Below is an explanation of the categories used in the attached Tree Survey. 
 
No    Identifies the tree on the drawing. 
 
Species  Common names are given to aid understanding for the wider audience. 
 
DBH  Diameter of main stem in millimetres at 1.5 metres from ground level.   
(mm)  Where the tree is a multi-stem, the diameter is calculated in accordance with 

item 4.6.1 of BS 5837:2012. 
 
Age     Recorded as one of seven categories: 

Y Young.  Recently planted or establishing tree that could be transplanted 
without specialist equipment, i.e. less than 150 mm DBH. 

S/M Semi-mature.  An established tree, but one which has not reached its 
prospective ultimate height. 

E/M Early-mature.  A tree that is reaching its ultimate potential height, whose 
growth rate is slowing down but if healthy, will still increase in stem diameter 
and crown spread. 

M Mature.  A mature specimen with limited potential for any significant 
increase in size, even if healthy. 

O/M Over-mature.  A senescent or moribund specimen with a limited safe 
useful life expectancy.  Possibly also containing sufficient structural defects 
with attendant safety and/or duty of care implications. 

D Dead. 

 

Height   Recorded in metres, measured from the base of the tree.  
 
Crown Base  Recorded in metres, the distance from ground and aspect of the lowest 

branch material. 
 
Lowest Branch Recorded in metres, the distance from ground and aspect of the emergence 

point of the lowest significant branch. 
 
Life Expectancy Relates to the prospective life expectancy of the tree and is given as 4 

categories:   
 
40 years+;  

20 years+; 

10 years+;  

less than 10 years.  
 
Crown Spread Indicates the radius of the crown from the base of the tree, recorded in 

metres, in each of the northern, eastern, southern and western aspects. 
 
Water Demand This gives the water demand of the species of tree when mature, as given in 

the NHBC Standards Chapter 4.2 “Building Near Trees”. 
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Visual Amenity Concerns the planning and landscape contribution to the development site 
made by the tree, hedge or tree group, in terms of its amenity value and 
prominence on the skyline along with functional criteria such as the 
screening value, shelter provision and wildlife significance. The usual 
definitions are as follows: 

 
 Low  An inconsequential landscape feature. 
 

Moderate Of some note within the immediate vicinity, but not significant 
in the wider context. 

  
High  Item of high visual importance. 

 
Problems/ May include general comments about growth characteristic, how it is  
Comments affected by other trees and any previous surgery work; also, specific 

problems such as deadwood, pests, diseases, broken limbs, etc. 
 
Work Required Identifies the necessary tree work to mitigate anticipated problems and deal 
(TS) with existing problems identified in the “Problems/comments” category. 
 
Priority This gives a priority rating to each tree allowing the client to prioritise 

necessary tree works identified within the Tree Survey. 
 
 1 Urgent – works required immediately; 

 2 Works required within 6 months; 

 3 Works required within 1 year; 

 4 Re-inspect in 12 months, 



 

 

Terms and Definitions 
 

Arboriculturalist Person who has, through relevant education, training and 
experience, gained expertise in the field of trees in relation to 
construction. 

 
Competent Person Person who has training and experience relevant to the 

matter being addressed and an understanding of the 
requirements of the particular task being approached. NOTE - 
a competent person is expected to be able to advise on the 
best means by which the recommendations of this British 
Standard may be implemented. 

 
Services Any above or below ground structure or apparatus required 

for utility provision. 
NOTE - examples include drainage, gas supplies, ground 
source heat pumps, CCTV and satellite communications. 

 
Stem Principal above ground structural component(s) of a tree that 

supports its branches. 
 
Structure Manufactured object, such as a building, carriageway, path, 

wall, service run, and built or excavated earthwork. 
 
Veteran Tree Tree that, by recognized criteria, shows features of biological, 

cultural or aesthetic value that are characteristic of, but not 
exclusive to, individuals surviving beyond the typical age 
range for the species concerned.  
NOTE - these characteristics might typically include a large 
girth, signs of crown retrenchment and hollowing of the stem. 
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Appendix 9 

 
21/04-13 

MOTION: Correspondence Received 

The Council to consider the correspondence below under its Unreasonable or 

Vexatious Behaviour Policy, and to decide what action to take in respect of it. 

 

 

 

Redacted on the grounds that 

publicity would be prejudicial to the public interest. 
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COVID-19 UPDATE - Summary 

 
Latest Government advice is available here: www.gov.uk/coronavirus  
 
 

LDGI Group motion on carer's database receives unanimous support 

 

On March 18
th
 the LDGI Group presented a motion designed to improve the county’s support offer for carers. The 

motion will see the Council working with Suffolk Family Carers to create an opt-in register for carers, who will be 
offered increased support including advice, signposting to key services, and the option to be consulted on key 
policies affecting carers. The motion received unanimous support from the Council. 
 
 

£500k for highways improvements near schools 

 
Locations around schools across Suffolk have benefitted from new road markings and signs, following an 
investment of £500,000 from the Highways Investment Fund (HIF). The extra funding has been focussed on 
improving the safety of pupils and parents travelling to and from school, refreshing lines and cleaning and repairing 
signs in and around school zones. 146 locations were identified as requiring new signs to replace those that were 
damaged or missing. Additionally, 218 areas with faded road markings are receiving a refresh. 
 
 

Quiet Lanes scheme launched 

 

SCC has announced new support for the Quiet Lanes scheme, which will cover over 300 miles of lanes in Suffolk. 

Quiet Lanes is a nationally recognised designation for narrow, rural roads which can be shared with walkers, horse 

riders, cyclists and other road users. It encourages drivers to take their time when they see the Quiet Lanes sign, to 

allow for all road users to travel with greater safety.  

The initiative has another 50 proposed lanes going through planning for April 2021.  

A new website allowing residents to find the Quiet Lanes near them will be available in May. 

 
 

Automatic number plate recognition camera project (ANPR) 

 
Suffolk County Council is working with the police to run a 2-year ANPR camera trial in speeding hot spots across 
the county.  The cameras will be used to help detect and deter speeding offences that have been highlighted in 
towns and villages and educate drivers on the importance of road safety.  
  
An ANPR camera will be installed at a site where it has been identified by a local council, with support from their 
county councillor, that there is a problem with speeding and/or rat-running on roads with a 20 or 30mph speed limit. 
The devices will be moved between sites and will remain in situ for up to one week per site. There is the option of 
extending this period if needed.  
  
An ANPR device identifies a speeding vehicle by capturing an image of the number plate of the vehicle.  Data will 
then be shared with the Police and the County Council.  The County Council will write to the owner of the vehicle 
on behalf of both parties explaining that their vehicle has been registered as speeding.  Repeat offences at a 
particular location could prompt the deployment of SafeCam (the Police’s enforcement team) and the issuing of 
fines to those who breach the speed limit.  
 
 

Parish Report April 2021 
Councillor                    
Richard Kemp 
 
Tresco 
New Road 
Long Melford 
Suffolk 
CO10 9JY 
01787 378149 
richard.kemp@suffolk.gov.uk                         
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SCC plants 10,000 trees in five months 

 
100,000 trees have been planted in just five months, since Suffolk County Council committed £228,000 from its 
Suffolk 2020 Fund to protect biodiversity.  
 
The council has been working closely with the farm tenants, The Woodland Trust, Giles Landscapes, The Suffolk 
Tree Warden Initiative and local communities to ensure that a total of 102,586 saplings have been distributed and 
planted in the best possible places available over this last winter. 
 
 
 

New sustainable travel website launched 

 
The Way To Go Suffolk provides information and advice on walking and cycling, public transport, car sharing and 
electric vehicles. The new website will feature up to date information on how people can travel more sustainably 
across the county, and will also include support and guidance on how to write a Travel Plan for a Business, School 
or a New Housing Development. 
 
 

Suffolk Inclusive Growth investment fund 

 
As part of the response to the Covid-19 pandemic, Suffolk Public Sector Leaders have established the £1.65m 
Suffolk Inclusive Growth Investment Fund (SIGIF), with contributions from Suffolk’s pooled business rates and New 
Anglia LEP. 
 
The fund is open to projects which address the significant impact of Covid-19 on Suffolk’s businesses, employees, 
and the local economy. Projects must be sponsored by either a Suffolk local authority and / or the New Anglia LEP. 
Thus far £367,292 of the money has been allocated to town centre improvements in Babergh and Mid Suffolk, a 
multi-media improvement hub in Ipswich, and flexible retail ‘pods’ in West Suffolk. There will be a rolling call for 
projects with decisions made quarterly (Dec / Mar / June / Sept) – the aim is to have all funding committed by 30 
September 2021. 
 
 

Freeport East bid successful 

 
 
A combined bid from Suffolk and north Essex for a designated freeport has been approved by the Government. 
Freeport East will have sites at Felixstowe, Harwich and Stowmarket, and could create 13500 jobs over the next 
ten years. Trade would increase by an estimated 1.3 million tonnes and £66.4m gross value added.  
 
The freeport will operate its own customs zone, allowing businesses to import goods without paying duties until the 
goods are exported again. This allows for raw materials to be imported, refined into a finish product, and then 
exported again while only paying one round of customs duties. 
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Committee gives go-ahead for next stage of Chilton Woods 

  

The first detailed plans of part of the Chiton Woods development – which, 
when complete, is set to provide 1,150 homes, new jobs and secure a raft of 
community benefits – received the green light in March. 
  
Chilton Woods comprises of 289 acres of land, to the north of Woodhall Business 
Park, spanning the parishes of Acton, Chilton, Long Melford and Sudbury, with plans 
for the site ultimately including 288 affordable homes for lower income house-
hunters and a new school. 
  

Since outline planning permission was granted for the site in 2018, planning 
officers have worked closely with applicant Taylor Wimpey and other stakeholders 
on the package of infrastructure to accompany these proposals, with more detailed 
plans coming back to today’s planning committee meeting – held virtually to 
ensure public safety during the current coronavirus outbreak.  
  

After input from planning officers, objectors, the applicant, councillors – and 
subsequent debate – the committee voted by 8 to 2, with one absention in favour 
of approving the officer recommendation that reserved matters, outlining details of 
the scheme, be granted, subject to conditions.   
  
Members also agreed that the required Construction Environmental Management 
Plan (a pre-requisite of development starting) should be referred to Planning 
Committee for consideration.  This in addition to a Design Code for the wider 
development – giving more detailed design guidance – which will be decided on at 
a later date, following extensive public consultation and engagement.. 
  
A new distributor road will also be created by the developer to adjoin these points to 
the site and form a link between residential and employment land, supported by 
Suffolk Highways together with further highways improvements to be funded by the 
applicant, including plans for a new roundabout and key junction improvements on 
the A134 to mitigate the development’s impact on local traffic. Three toucan 
crossings will also be installed to help ensure pedestrian safety. 
  
Significant upgrades will be made to footpath and cycle links from the development 
to the town centre, nearby schools and other amenities. Funding will also be 
allocated for a travel plan – promoting greener modes of transport – and the 
developer will contribute £850,000 to facilitate a regular public bus service serving 
residents and the wider community. 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/7623/152675.pdf


  
Over time, the development will also offer shops, cafes and restaurants, a 
community hall, and shared workspace on site – further eliminating the need for 
residents to use a car. 

Another obligation imposed by the council as part of the overall development, is 
the provision of 288 ‘affordable homes’ – enabling residents on the council’s 
housing register to benefit from lower rents than the local market rate.  Opportunities 
for shared ownership will also be offered, helping low-income families struggling to 
get on the housing ladder to buy their own home.  

Half of the site will be designated public open space, including a community 
woodland, allotments and children’s play areas. A sports pavilion, offering playing 
fields and changing facilities, is also incorporated in plans. 

Additional demand for school places will be met by proposals for a new primary 
school, including pre-school facilities, on site.  

Plans also include 37 acres of employment land earmarked for office space, 
research and industrial units, a hotel, a household waste recycling centre, and a 
district heating network energy centre. It is anticipated that this will generate 
approximately 1,900 new jobs in Babergh. 
  

To further support the council’s blueprint for addressing climate change, Taylor 
Wimpey must ensure the homes are energy efficient, that they can support electric 
vehicle charging points, and that steps to encourage biodiversity are also taken. 
  
Ecological mitigation measures include an Ecological Management Plan, a 
preliminary Ecological Appraisal, a Habitats Regulations Assessment Screening 
Report, as well as plans to survey the presence of breeding birds, bats, reptiles and 
badgers on site. The applicant has also agreed to a landscaping scheme, including 
extensive new tree planning throughout the development. 
 
 

Roadmap for recovery launched for businesses in Babergh 
and Mid Suffolk 

  
  
Following a year of unprecedented challenges, a raft of new initiatives are 
being unveiled to help the recovery of local businesses in Babergh and Mid 
Suffolk.  
  
Funding from the Suffolk Inclusive Growth Investment Fund (SIGIF), means that 
plans to expand the successful Virtual High Street, roll out a digital skills programme 
as well as the creation of a series innovations spaces for start-up businesses can 
now go ahead. 
  
These initiatives, which are designed to support businesses post-covid, will focus on 
the five key towns of Sudbury, Hadleigh, Stowmarket, Needham Market and Eye and 
reflect the ambitions of the Councils’ Vision and Invest programmes. 



  
Investment for the expansion of the Virtual High Street was announced at the end of 
2020 following the success of a pilot scheme in Sudbury.  
  
Launched last year in partnership with Sudbury Town Council, in response to the 
Covid-19 lockdowns, the aim of the Virtual High Street was to bring together high 
street shops and local service providers on a single digital platform making it easy for 
customers to find local stores and shop online. The Virtual High Street is designed to 
create a digital window onto the high street allowing business owners to showcase 
their goods, arrange click and collect and in some cases arrange deliveries.   
  
Following the success of the Virtual High Street in Sudbury, which now has over 120 
businesses signed up, the platform will be opened to businesses in Stowmarket and 
Hadleigh in the coming months, with Needham Market and Eye following shortly 
after. As with the pilot in Sudbury, businesses will be provided with advice and 
support on how to use the site, create their profiles and build their online offer. 
  
Before the joining the Virtual High Street, almost 70% of businesses did not have 
any online presence. As part of their recovery strategy, Babergh and Mid Suffolk 
District Councils will be launching a digital skills programme designed to help 
businesses improve their knowledge on a range of subjects including of online 
marketing, security, and e-commerce.  
  
Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Councils are also looking at ways of helping start-
ups and micro businesses by opening a series of innovation spaces. These will be a 
combination of pop-up innovation hubs and market stalls where new business 
owners can trial their business concept with customers without the pressure of 
committing to high set up costs.  
  
The Councils aim through the expanded Virtual High Street, digital skills programme 
and innovation spaces initiative is to boost support for local business, raise 
awareness of the range of independent retailers and services in high streets around 
the districts and to create buzz around new businesses and attract visitors to shop 
local.  
 
 
 

£4.39 million funding boost for Babergh and Mid Suffolk 
communities 

  
  
Babergh and Mid Suffolk District Councils have approved over £4.39 million in 
CIL funding from housing growth since March 2020 – benefitting a range of 
local projects and vital community facilities.  
  
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) is collected from developers when they build 
new homes in the districts – supporting the councils’ vision for communities with 
bright and healthy futures and ensuring that local infrastructure keeps pace with 
growth. 
  



During the past twelve months over £3.26 million has been awarded to 35 projects 
across both districts, with £2,240,679 allocated to Mid Suffolk and Babergh receiving 
£1,019,397.  
  

This includes CIL funding to help address climate change, following the approval of 
bids totalling £100,000 to allow the councils’ fleet to switch to Hydrotreated 
Vegetable Oil fuel – providing a reduction in carbon emissions of up to 90%. 
  
Over £1.179 million was also allocated towards education infrastructure, enabling the 
expansion of Bramford and Claydon Primary Schools and a nursery in Wingfield.  
  
Other successful bids given the go-ahead in Mid Suffolk, include £239,000 towards 
the proposed expansion of Mendlesham Health Centre and £431,740 to facilitate 
the creation of a new Emergency Services Hub in Stowmarket for the Police, Fire 
and Ambulance Services. 
  
Babergh District Council’s continued commitment to investing heavily in Sudbury as 
part of the ‘Sudbury Vision’ was also furthered by CIL in 2020, with £183,000 
approved for CCTV in the town and Hadleigh, as well as £75,000 to help the 
regeneration of St Peter’s Church into a cultural hub for activities.  

In addition, town and parish councils across Babergh and Mid Suffolk received 
much-needed CIL funding totalling £1,138,909 during the year – with £824,703 being 
distributed to 39 town and parish councils in Mid Suffolk and 21 of Babergh’s town 
and parish councils receiving a share of £314,206.  
  
Parish councils receive this money automatically and are eligible for up to 15% of 
collected funds from their area, subject to a financial cap, with the potential for this to 
increase to 25% if they have successfully adopted a Neighbourhood Plan. 
  
Communities wishing to benefit from future CIL funding can find further information 
about the application process on the councils’ CIL webpages. The next bidding 
round will open on 1 May 2021 and run until 31 May 2021, with successful bids 
receiving funding in Autumn 2021. 
 

https://www.babergh.gov.uk/news/go-ahead-for-emission-cutting-fuel-plans/
https://www.babergh.gov.uk/news/go-ahead-for-emission-cutting-fuel-plans/
https://www.babergh.gov.uk/news/mid-suffolk-communities-receive-370000-funding-boost/
https://www.babergh.gov.uk/news/mid-suffolk-communities-receive-370000-funding-boost/
https://www.babergh.gov.uk/planning/community-infrastructure-levy-and-section-106/community-infrastructure-levy-cil/spending-cil/


You will no doubt be aware that we received telephone calls from the 

Charity Commission – late filing team, to inform us that the following 

charities had failed to file annual returns for year to 31st March 2019 and 

year to 31st March 2020 – the charities are:- 

The Charity of John Hill  

The Robert Colet Charity includes F E Drage charity 

The William Skeyne Charity (For the poor)  

Being aware of the consequences of failure to file and knowing some of 

the history of our charities due to the council requesting my involvement 

in the ongoing issues of The Charity of John Hill – I volunteered my 

assistance and firstly made telephone contact with the CC to seek an 

extension to the 14 day notices given by CC on phone message. 

This call directed me to email the Filing Extension team at CC which I 

did on 24th March but have to date received no acknowledgement. 

I wrote to all of the listed individual trustees to seek their permission to 

engage with the CC and complete the filing – one trustee indicated that it 

was The Clerk’s job and another trustee gave me permission to act - 

however apart from those two exceptions my email request has not been 

responded to. 

I think it very appropriate to remind all councillors and all individual 

trustees that every trustee has a “Joint and several” responsibility to 

ensure that the charity they represent, meets its statutory responsibility 

in a timely fashion. Even if delegating the filing and upkeep duties, the 

responsibility to ensure accurate and appropriate action remains very 

firmly with each and every trustee – we cannot delegate our trustee legal 

and necessary responsibilities. This is clearly shown in “The Essential 

Trustee” document published by the CC – anyone needing a copy can 

access it via the CC web site or I would be happy to distribute a copy. 

It may surprise some of you to know that this is by no means a new 

issue to LMPC – one of the dubious delights of reading back through the 

files of each charity. We can note that Rob Williams spent some time 

endeavouring to resolve issues that were then evident – but time 

constraints meant that the tasks were not fully completed. Going back a 

little further both Cllrs. Kemp & R Michette spent considerable time 

(many months) and effort in trying to get a better understanding and 

smoother pathway created – but of course time prevailed and this 

project was not seen through to perfect conclusion by the trustees ‘joint 

and several’ responsibilities. 
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There are examples of similar potential exercises in the 20th century 

including considerable investigative and corrective action by Cllr. Palmer 

Randal, and other clear challenges of similar nature occurring from time 

to time during the 20th century. 

It was even of interest to note in the late 19th century of a strong written 

and verbal argument between church and chapel regarding the 

distribution of dividend receipts – and I mean strong argument that we 

might not expect to take place between two Christian organisations – but 

the then parish council sat on the fringes of these matters – but we are 

no longer on the fringes! 

What I am about to report upon will not resolve the many existing 

issues but it will give council and individual trustees an 

understanding of why we must change the control and 

administration of these charities to once and for all to prevent this 

situation never ever being properly resolved and managed. We owe 

it to the kind benefactors who donated their land hundreds of years 

ago to enable these charities to meet their commitment to the 

needy of Long Melford. 

Going forwards I have almost completed the returns of each of the 

charities: - 

John Hill – I am aware that it currently has no income and the potential 

resolve of this is the Land Registry attempt that council is already aware 

of. Therefore, a NIL RETUN seems accurate and appropriate however it 

is concerning that we seem to have signatory challenges – back in 2015 

Cllr R Michette went to considerable trouble to secure death certificates 

of the three previous trustees (deceased at least 20 years ago) but I 

cannot find evidence of who are the current signatories recognised by 

Barclays Bank plc. Nor can I find a current bank statement or means to 

access accounts to confirm the ‘cash in hand’ – last recorded I believe 

by Rob Williams as being £125.68 

 

Robert Colet including F E Drage – I have Charities Investment Fund 

statements to enable me to make a return to March 31st 2019 with 

income £203.56 and no evidence of outgoings, which ties in with prior 

years.  The signatories of the CIF account are identified – however we 

are currently missing CIF and Lloyds Bank statements for the year to 

31st March 2021 so unable to complete return for last year. It should be 

noted that despite letters and phone calls from Rob Williams and Peter 

Turner on behalf of The Hamilton Charity to Lloyds Bank plc, the bank 

still sends statements to The Hamilton Charity with Robert Colet and FE 



Drage Treasurers Account. The current signatories for the Lloyds bank 

account are unknown? In May 2020 the balance on Lloyds Bank account 

stood at £2,589.61 

 

William Skeyne (for poor) charity – I have prepared DRAFT income 

figures for both years based upon CIF statements and available 

Barclays Bank statements. However, as the income of this charity is 

based upon rental income, I note that the available bank statement for 

the year to 31st March 2019 only shows one source of rental income as 

opposed to three expected. 

For the year to 31st March 2020 there is one identified rental income and 

also a sum of £1,836.50 shown as PIS 100051, but where is the pay in 

book to identify where the payment has come from? 

I am therefore not comfortable making a return based on the information 

I have though this discussion might give us some leads? 

According to the records the last changes to bank signatories was in 

January 2015 however none of the current bank signatories are 

individual trustees, one of them seemed to have retired from the LMPC 

charity involvement and one other has previously indicated desire to 

stand down. Do we have electronic access to this account? The bank 

statements as at 10th January 2020 show a Community Account balance 

of £2,489.23 and a Savings Account of £9,009.62 BUT where are the 

statements for the year to January 2021? 

 

In summary I am sure you can all agree and see that this is not right. 

This is not complicated, this is not difficult, however we are failing in our 

trustee legal duties and we must get this sorted out once and for all. I 

have had an informal F.O.C. discussion with a very experienced charity 

trustee and advisor to the Charity Commission who would be prepared 

to work with us to seek formal advice from the CC to see how best we 

should take these matters forwards – it seems these challenges are 

principally being caused by the confusion of the “Body Corporate” LMPC 

trustee and several individual trustees, some of whom are also Parish 

Councillors creating an immediate ‘conflict of interest’ about which the 

CC has written a great deal over recent years. 

2008 – new legislation 2014 and up dates 2020 

 

Cllr. R Delderfield notes, reporting to LMPC on Thursday 1st April 2021 
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